Be it decided by the Assembly of Elected Delegates,

Penn State Home Football Game Tailgates: Social Event
Funding for Tailgate
(Decided: [Y / N / A])

Nature of the Situation:
Part of the GPSA’s mission is to provide programming events to enrich graduate student life at Penn State. Tailgates provide a welcoming atmosphere for graduate students from across all disciplines to connect with each other and enjoy the Penn State University community.

Recommended Course of Action:
The Graduate and Professional Student Association authorizes the programming committee to purchase the following items for 4 tailgates (dates outlined later).

September 12th – Buffalo – 12pm [8am Tailgate] - $400 for food*
September 19th – Rutgers – 8pm [4pm Tailgate] - $800 for food**
October 10th – Homecoming – Indiana – 12pm [8am Tailgate] - $800 for food**
November 21st – Michigan – Time Not Set - $400 for food*

Total: $2,400

*Based on previous year’s estimate for a low expected count of people
**Based on previous year’s estimate for a high expected count of people

Respectfully submitted,
Lillian Z. Hill
Delegate, Inter-College Degree Programs

President _____________________________________ Affirm  Veto

The Graduate and Professional Student Association